1972
Reliability and
excellence in aerospace
for over 45 years

Introduction

Since 1972, Druck have been designing, developing and
manufacturing the most accurate and reliable customized
pressure sensing solutions, instruments, software and services.
We are one of the few sensor manufacturers to make the silicon
sensing element in-house. Druck invested a huge amount into
our own state-of-the-art clean room facilities which reopened
in 2015. As a result, Druck ensures the highest quality and
performance in delivering a world class product range.
Druck provides peace of mind in the toughest environments.
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Druck’s position within BHGE
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Druck Business Overview
At Druck, we have successfully
applied technological innovation and
expertise across our product range.
Since 1972, we have continuously
developed both pressure sensor
solutions and Test and Calibration
equipment for the most
rigorous, challenging and
precise environments.

Our market
segments include:
Aerospace
Automotive Test
	Environmental
Monitoring
	Oil and Gas
Subsea
	Industrial Applications
and many more.
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Druck in Aerospace
Druck’s Aerospace division is
based in Leicester, UK
Over 45 years’ pressure
sensor experience
ISO9001 and
AS9100 accredited
Manufacturing sites in UK
and China
On aircraft programmes
for over 25 years

Autonomous division with a
dedicated manufacturing facility
and highly trained operatives
Engineering technical support in
Europe, North America and China
Sales offices in:
• UK
• Europe
• North America
• Latin America
• Asia Pacific
• Russia
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Our Global Footprint
Bold text denotes key locations for Druck’s Aerospace division
Manufacturing

Design/Engineering

Service

Sales

1 Leicester, UK

1 Leicester, UK

1 Leicester, UK

UK

2

Shannon, Ireland

5

Bergen, Norway

10 Toulouse, France

Europe

3

Oslo, Norway

3

Oslo, Norway

9

Billerica, USA

Asia Pacific

6 Shanghai, China

8

Pune, India

Latin America

7

Mumbai, India

11 Campinas, Brazil

North America

8

Pune, India

12 Niigata, Japan

Russia

4 Changzhou,
China

9 Billerica, USA

4

Changzhou,
China

13 Abu Dhabi, UAE
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Programme References
Druck have served the Aerospace industry with more than
400,000 high quality and reliable pressure sensors during
the last 20 years, inclusive of all major commercial, regional,
business and military jets.
Twin Aisle

Single Aisle

Regional

Business Jet

• A330/A340

• A320/NEO

• ERJ 170/190

• Legacy 450/500

• A350

• B737/MAX

• MRJ

• A380

• B767 & Tanker

• ARJ21

• G280/500/550
& 650

• B787

• C Series

• C300/350

• B747-8

• E2

• Honda Jet

• B787-10

• C919

• Dassault 7X

• MC-21
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Environmental
Control System
APU

Emergency Air

Hydraulics

Engine Control

Fuel & Oil

Engine
Monitoring

OBIGGS (On-Board Inert
Gas Generation system)
Monitoring

Application Coverage
At Druck, we recognise the value
of long-term partnerships and the
need for close collaboration to
design the most robust, reliable
and cost effective solutions.
We welcome technology sharing &
New Technology Introduction (NTI)
development. We are continuously
investing in ways to improve our
products and services.

Our Applications:
Hydraulics
Environmental
Control Systems
Fuel
Auxiliary Power Unit
Engine
 ir Data Computer/
A
Air Data Measurement
Ground and Flight Test
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Braking

Hydraulic Actuator
Safe Landing

Hydraulics
Our pressure sensors are
installed in multiple locations
across the aircraft’s control
systems, providing reliable
movement of flight surfaces,
landing gear, braking and
thrust reverse.

Have excellent reliability
from more than 20 years
of field data
Designed for high
pressure spikes
Installed on world’s
most produced aircraft
Installed on world’s
most prestigious aircraft
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Emergency
Oxygen

Clean Air and
Cabin Pressure

Fire Protection

Environmental
Control Systems (ECS)
The Druck Aerospace team have
designed and qualified highly reliable
and accurate sensors across wide
temperature ranges to service low
pressure ∆P (Delta P) needs. Our
sensors are used to provide a clean
and safe cabin environment, whilst
also providing cabin services.

Over 15 years on
programme
Installed on the world’s
most produced aircraft.
Installed on military jets
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Fuel Pressure

Fuel Filtration

OBIGGS
Monitoring

Fuel
Our sensors provide critical
information to measure fuel
consumption, as part of the
Fuel Metering Unit (FMU). In
addition, our products are
installed within the OBIGGS
(On-Board Inert Gas Generation
System) unit to ensure the inerting
system is operating safely.

Qualified combined
pressure and O2 Sensor
Installed on the world’s
most produced twin
aisle aircraft
Used within engine
and APU for fuel
pressure measurement
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Oil
Fuel

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)
Druck’s sensors ensure that routine
ground safety checks can be
completed, ensuring safe operation
of the APU. Our products ensure
the main cabin is provided with
services such as lighting and air
flow during boarding and pre take
off. Whilst also ensuring fuel and oil
pressure is carefully measured to
provide an in-flight engine restart
should it be required.

Over 15 years of supply
Designed multiple
bespoke dual
redundant sensors
Installed on world’s
most produced aircraft
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Fuel
Measurement
Engine Health
Oil Pressure

Engine Control

Engine
Druck’s sensors allow the engine
to operate reliably in extremely
harsh environments. The sensors
provide critical measurement of
both fuel and oil, absolute, ∆P
measurement. We also serve
high accuracy demands of engine
health and engine control.

Over 20 years
of experience
Present on the world’s
most produced and the
world’s largest engines
Designed to buffer
pump ripple effects
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Calibrated
Airspeed
Mach Number

Altitude

Air Data Computer/Air Data
Measurement (ADC/ADM)
Druck offers the world’s most
accurate MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) pressure
sensor, in this application, suitable
for environments of critical flight
control and air data measurement.
Our products are free of any longterm drift effects found with other
pressure sensing technologies.

TERPS (Trench Etched
Resonant Pressure
Sensor) long term test
data demonstrates
unprecedented levels of
performance.
Accuracy ± 0.01% FS
(Full Scale)
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Ground and Flight Test
At Druck, we have developed
a range of solutions which
allows us to cover both
ground and flight test
challenges. We have standard
products commercially
available with competitive
lead times and pricing, such
as our 3700 and 3000 series
alongside our configurable
UNIK5000 product.

Developed multi-pressure
scanners, offering 32 or
64 channels
Qualified to meet DO160
environmental needs
Highly accurate pressure sensor
range, 3700 series, suitable for
flight test
Configurable industrial
grade product known as the
UNIK5000 series covering
many potential requirements
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Reliable Partner
We understand that our products can have a significant
impact upon our customers’ business operations, now and
in the future. We align our capability with the requirements
of our customers to develop and design for future needs.
Druck is dedicated to product development and have
centres located at our manufacturing sites in Leicester, UK
and Changzhou, China. We also understand the importance
of being able to offer local support, and with Sensor Care
Centres in several locations globally, this allows us to offer
extended support to our customers.
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Our Aerospace Technical
Services Offering
Our team is integrated and multi-functional, with talented mechanical, electrical and system
engineers with hundreds of years of collective experience. Our technical domain experience and
customer offering includes:
	Strong Requirements Management Process

	In-House Rapid Prototyping

	Model-Based design

	Additive Material Options

	Finite Element Analysis

	High Vibration Design Solutions

	Circuit Simulation

	Pressure Cycling and Rate Testing

	High Accelerated Life Testing (HALT)

We also support our customers with in-service investigations to help establish Root Cause and
Corrective Action (RCCA), with use of our non-destructive screening processes.
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Our Thoughts for the Future
As the world continues to develop and the population
continues to grow, the thirst for increased travel provides
both opportunity and challenges to the Aviation industry,
seeking more economic methods to travel, whilst vastly
reducing the carbon footprint.
At Druck we seek to be on the front foot when it comes to being prepared to deliver what the
industry is seeking from a measurement and control perspective. We welcome technology
sharing events with our customers and partnering to ensure we are well positioned for future
shifts to digital and electric propulsion. We work with confidentiality, respect and trust, which
are the abiding principles of all of our employees in their work.
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We are a global technology company that
designs, develops and manufactures the
highest quality, most accurate and reliable
customized pressure sensing devices and
instruments, software and services.
We leverage innovation, continuous
improvement and unprecedented quality,
to enable our Customers to successfully
operate, produce systems, monitor and/
or control mission-critical assets in tough
environments across the world’s most
challenging applications.

We delight customers with tailored solutions
that address their challenges; embodying
our deep domain knowledge of customers’
applications, the most innovative and high
performance connected pressure sensing
devices, instruments, software and services;
produced with the highest standards of
safety, quality and delivery.
We are Druck. We provide peace of mind in
the toughest environments
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Discover what Druck can do for you
druck.aerospace@ge.com
druck.com
/company/druckcompany

To find out more about our application
capabilities in detail, please visit our website
or visit the following web link to download
our ‘Pressure Takes Flight’ brochure.
http://bitly.com/druckpressureflight
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